Medical Mavin

PRACTICES FOR SALE

**Alabama: West Central.** Practice gross revenue is $150K. Ideal practice with above ability to grow to $300K, yet priced only for practice producing $150K. Practice statistics are 210 patient visits per month doing sx 20%, c&c 45%, sports 15%, orth. 15%, Diabetic care 60% & wound care 5%. This is an ideal practice to purchase. Medical Mavin is willing to advise how to increase practice revenue. Call us today at 610-518-7411 on buying this practice. #6237.001AP1219

**California: Northwest.** Practice just listed. Practice doing a good mix of treatment, grossing in the area of $300K. Ideal practice to purchase and increase revenue. Call 610-518-7411 for details. #197.001AP1219

**California: North Central.** Practice in a perfect area grossing $300K, averaging 300 patients per month doing sx 0%, c&c 20%, sports 10%, orth. 25%, Diabetic care 20%, wound care 10% and laser 12%. Cash 24%, Medicare 26% and Blue Cross 13%. Call 610-518-7411 for full details. #1218.002AP1219

**California: East of Los Angeles.** Ideally located. Practice grossing $1M. This very above-average practice doing sx 20%, c&c 20%, ped 10%, orth. 35%, pt 5%, Diabetic care 25% & wound care 10%. This practice treats a higher than average type patient. Call 610-518-7411 for full details on types of surgery practice does & why this practice is very successful. #1344.001AP1219

**California: San Francisco Area.** Practice grossing $175K. Has one nursing home and home visits valued at $40K per year. Income from cash 35%, Blue Cross 10%, third party 40%. Reasonably priced and above average practice revenue could be doubled to $300K. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for more information. #6715.001AP1219

**California: Northern.** Practice collected revenue of $540K doing sx 10%, c&c 40%, orth. 25%, Diabetic care 20% & wound care 15%. Medicare 40%, Blue Cross 30% and third party 25%. This is an above-average practice priced to sell and be financed. Call 610-518-7411 for details. #6995.001AP1219

**California: South of San Francisco.** Practice grossing $625K doing sx 10%, c&c 40%, sports 40%, ped 30%, orth. 30%, Diabetic care 10% and wound care 10%. Cash 15%, Medicare 15% and Blue Cross 15%. This is an above-average practice and ideal for a new Podiatrist. Call 610-518-7411 for details. #7103.001AP1219
California: North of Los Angeles. Practice grossing over $1 million doing sx 15%, c&c 23%, sports 30%, ped 10%, orth. 10%, pt 2%, Diabetic care 7% & wound care 3%. Income from cash 1%, Medicare 27%, Medicaid 0% & Blue Cross 68%. New office 10 years old; remodeled in 2019. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 to learn how to get all detailed information on this perfect practice. #7289.001AP1219

Canada: Southwestern British Columbia. Part time Canadian practice for sale grossing $150K per year in 1,200 sq. ft. high-end medical building located in the city. Buyer must be surgically-oriented. Established in 1975. Orthotics lab founded in 1976 grossing $1 million annually may be offered for sale as well. Call Bob at 610-518-7411 for more details. #6793.001AP1219

Colorado: North Central. Practice located in a very good area. Practice average gross collected revenue is $500K per year, seeing 170 patient visits per month. Practice does sx 15%, no c&c, sports 50%, ped 15%, orth. 15% & wound care 5%. Income is comprised of cash 30%, Medicare 10%, Blue Cross 6%, skin sx 20% & other sx 20%. This is an above average practice with 30% growth potential. Call 610-518-7411 for details. #4631.001AP1219

Illinois: Southwest of Chicago. Practice grossing $1.1M is way above average, providing all types of services. Heavy on Diabetic and wound care. No nursing homes. New Listing. Call 610-518-7411 to discuss this practice and list you as a priority Buyer for this outstanding opportunity. #853.003AP1219

Illinois: Northeast. Practice grossing $250K seeing 200 patient visits per month. DPM office newly located in a professional medical building. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for more information. #2316.001AP1219

Illinois: Northeast. Practice grossing $250K seeing 125 patient visits and 19 new patients per month. Practice does sx 30%, c&c 40%, sports 40%, orth. 50%, Diabetic care 20% & wound care 10%. Per month: shoes 0, DME 15, strappings 30 & orthotics 11. No nursing homes. Income is comprised of cash 5%, Medicare 40%, Medicaid 0%, Blue Cross 40% & third party 15%. This is an above average practice with 50% growth potential. Office & equipment updated 3 years ago. Call 610-518-7411 for details ASAP. #7281.001AP1219

Indiana: Northern. Practice grossing $400K doing sx 40% (of which skin 25% & other sx 75%), c&c 20%, sports 5%, orth. 35%, Diabetic care 15% and wound care 10%. Cash 7%, Medicare 25%, Medicaid 0%, third party 70% (no HMO). Buyer able to increase revenue by accepting Medicaid, other insurances and by advertising (Selling Doctor does not advertise). Call 610-518-7411 for details. #7124.001AP1219

Louisiana: New Orleans Area. Practice grossing $500K doing all types of service. New Listing. Still gathering vital practice information. Call 610-518-7411 so you can be listed as priority Buyer. #1095.002AP1219
Massachusetts: Northeast. Practice grossing $335K seeing an average of 400 patients per month, doing sx 10%, c&c 50%, sports 10%, orth. 10%, pt 5%, Diabetic care 10% and wound care 5%. Practice has potential to easily increase revenue by 50%. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for full details. #3087.001AP1219

Maine: Central. Ideal practice, grossing $225K. Apt. above office, rent out or live in. Loan available for practice and real estate if Buyer chooses to purchase. Add surgical procedures to practice and increase gross revenue even more. Great opportunity. Call 610-518-7411 for more details. #675.001AP1219

Michigan: East Central. Practice grossing $500K seeing 500 patients per month doing sx 20%, c&c 40%, sports 5% & wound care 10%. Cash 5%, Medicare 35%, Medicaid 15% and Blue Cross 20%. Medical Mavin can help Buyer obtain financing to purchase the practice. Call 610-518-7411 for more information. #2563.005AP1219

Michigan: Southeast. Home visit practice without a permanent office grossing $138K, seeing an average of 140 patient visits per month. Mainly doing c&c, Diabetic care 20%, wound care 10% & pt 5%. An active doctor could grow this practice very easily. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for details. #2814.001AP1219

Michigan: Central. Practice grossing $160K seeing 200 patient visits per month doing sx 5%, c&c 80%, sports 3%, ped 2%, orth. 10%, Diabetic care 20% and wound care 20%. Medicare 55%, Medicaid 5%, Blue Cross 30%, cash 5% & third party 5%. Practice could produce double the current gross revenue. Doctor retiring. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for details. #4379.001AP1219

Michigan: Central. Multi-Office practice grossing $240K doing sx 20%, c&c 70%, orth. 10%, Diabetic care 50% & wound care 10%. Income is comprised of Medicare 50%, Medicaid 10%, Blue Cross 30% & third party 10%. This practice is in position to grow to double the size. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for more information. #4432.001AP1219

Michigan: Center of State. Practice grossing $360K. Retiring after 34 years, so well established. Grossed $520K in 2016. Current services are sx 10%, c&c 42%, sports 3%, ped 8%, orth. 10%, Diabetic care 20% & wound care 10%. Cash 2%, Medicare 40%, Medicaid 5%, Blue Cross 40%. This is an above average practice in all ways. Doctor earnings are very good and Buying Doctor has great opportunity to earn even more. Call 610-518-7411 for more details. #7126.001AP1219

Michigan: Southeast. One office practice grossing $185K doing sx 5%, c&c 60%, sports 10%, peds 5%, orth. 5%, Diabetic care 10% & wound care 5%. Income from Medicare 70%, Medicaid 10% & Blue Cross 20%. A well-trained DPM could easily double the practice revenue within a 12-month
period by more treatment modalities. This is an ideal practice for any new or existing doctor. Call 610-518-7411 for details ASAP. #7276.001AP1219

Minnesota: Southern. Practice for sale with Seller financing using the Independent Doctor's System. See MN ad# 6496.001 in the Independent Doctor Opportunities / Positions Available section. Call Medical Mavin, Ltd. at 610-518-7411 for more information. #6496.002AP1219

Missouri. Practice grossing $360K, operating with new EMR system, seeing 340 patients and working 4 days per week. Very good location, doing sx 5%, c&c 20%, orth. 25%, Diabetic care 25%, Medicare 40% and Blue Cross 27%. Average doctor's earning after purchase debt is $115K with many owner benefits. Call 610-518-7411 for details. #6101.002AP1219

Montana: Western. Practice grossing $389K with 440 patient visits per month doing sx 10%, c&c 10%, ped 5%, orth. 10%, pt 25%, Diabetic care 20% & wound care 10%. Cash 24%, Medicare 18%, Medicaid 18%, Blue Cross 18% & third party 22%. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for more information. #3404.001AP1219

New Jersey: North Central. Practice in a perfect area grossing $856K, seeing 719 patient visits per month, doing sx 19%, c&c 19%, orth./sports 20%, Diabetic care 16% and wound care 5%. Sells 6 pairs of shoes and 21 orthotics per month. Practice also services 3 nursing homes. Income from Medicare 36%, Medicaid 1%, Blue Cross 35%. Skin sx 90%, other 10%. This is a way above average practice. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for details. #7038.001AP1219

New Jersey: South. Busy 2-office practice centrally located to many excellent areas of New Jersey. Practice average gross collected revenue is $800K per year. This is way above most practices so that a newly-trained doctor could easily increase revenue to $1 million or more. Income comprised of cash 6%, Medicare 39%, Medicaid 7%, Blue Cross 19% & all others 29%. Call 610-518-7411 for more details. #7205.001AP1219

New Jersey: Northeastern. Practice grossing $345K doing sx 10%, c&c 40%, sports 20%, ped 5%, orth. 25%, pt 20%, Diabetic care 10% and wound care 70%. Shoes average 10 pair per month. Includes one nursing home averaging $5K per year. Medicare 60%, Medicaid 10%, Blue Cross 25%. This is a well-run practice with very dedicated patients. Call 610-518-7411 for details. #7104.001AP1219

New Jersey: Northeastern. Practice grossing $625K. This practice has two offices which is a good opportunity to start developing a group practice being in an above-average area in NJ. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for more details. #5813.001AP1219

New York: South-Central Long Island. Practice grossing $230K doing c&c 60%, sports 10%, ped 10%, & orth. 10%. Office in good condition. Medicare 40%, Medicaid 0%, Blue Cross 20% & others 40%. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for important information. #239.001AP1219
New York: Center of Long Island. Located in a beautiful area, this practice grosses $720K doing sx 7%, c&c 30%, sports 5%, ped 5%, orth. 12%, pt 5%, Diabetic care 5% & wound care 3%. Cash 5%, Medicare 35%, Medicaid 0% & others. Practice is very well established and draws an above-average amount of patients. Call 610-518-7411 ASAP for details. #947.001AP1219

New York: Far Western Long Island. Practice grossing $485K seeing 360 patient visits per month, doing sx 1%, c&c 25%, sports 12%, ped 5%, orth. 40% & pt 15%. Revenue from cash 37%, Medicare 24%, Blue Cross 4% & third party 35%. This is an above-average practice & needs a DPM ASAP. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for details & get to see the practice. #2073.001AP1219

New York: Far West. Multi-office practice grossing $250K doing many types of foot treatments, needing a more active DPM to grow the practice. Call Medical Mavin today. Ask for Bob at 610-518-7411 for details on this practice. #7117.001AP1219

Ohio: Columbus Suburb. Part time practice (semi-retired) grossing $300K doing sx 15%, c&c 20%, sports 5%, ped 5%, orth. 20%, pt 10%, Diabetic care 20% & wound care 10%. Cash 32%, Medicare 17%, Medicaid 3%, Blue Cross 8% & third party 40%. 40 new patients per month and 300 patient visits per month. Ideal practice to purchase. Call Medical Mavin, Ltd. at 610-518-7411. #7017.001AP1219

Ohio: Central Eastern. Practice gross collected revenue of $475K with an average of 380 patient visits per month doing sx 10%, c&c 40%, ped 10% & orth. 50% with pt 10%, Diabetic care 30% & wound care 10%. Heavy on shoes, DME & orthotics. Easy credentialing. Call 610-518-7411 for full details. #1330.002AP1219

Pennsylvania: Philadelphia Suburb Area. Practice grossing $150K doing sx 0%, c&c 90%, ped 5%, orth. 5%, pt 5%, Diabetic care 70% and wound care 10%. Includes four nursing homes. Cash 5%, Medicare 75%, Medicaid 5% and Blue Cross 10%. This practice relates to current revenue but with an above-average DPM, it can be expanded 2x - 3x larger. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for details. #2196.002AP1219

Pennsylvania: Northwest. Practice grossing $280K. Services on the low side doing sx 2%, c&c 52%, sports 0%, ped 10%, Diabetic care 20% and wound care 26%. Medicare 44%, Medicaid 0%, Blue Cross 18% and third party 34%. Ideal practice to purchase and then double the volume within one to two years. Call 610-518-7411 for full details. #3116.001AP1219

Pennsylvania: Western Central. Practice grossing $400K; population draw is 200K. Sx 5%, c&c 50%, sports 5%, ped 5%, orth. 20%, Diabetic care 30%, & wound care 5%. Practice revenue increasing. Call 610-518-7411 for more details. #6968.001AP1219
South Carolina: Northwest. Practice grossing $225K doing sx 10%, c&c 40%, sports 15%, ped 10% & wound care 25%. Income is comprised of cash 10%, Medicare 40%, Medicaid 5%, Blue Cross 25% & third party 10%. This practice has the potential to be in the $400K per year range in less than two years. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 to discuss how to get total details on this above average practice. #7254.001AP1219

South Dakota: Western Central. Practice grossing $325K, averaging 260 patient visits per month doing sx 20%, c&c 30%, sports 10% & orth. 30%. Cash 10%, Medicare 23%, Medicaid 3%, Blue Cross 32% & third party 32%. This is an ideal practice for anyone living, or desiring to live in South Dakota. Call 610-518-7411 for more information. #848.001AP1219

Texas: Southern. Practice collected revenue of $160K doing sx 5%, c&c 90%, orth. 5%, Diabetic care 30% & wound care 10%. Cash 10%, Medicare 40%, Medicaid 10%, Blue Cross 10% and third party 30%. This practice has above-average ability to double its revenue for a totally trained DPM. Call 610-518-7411 for more information on this practice. #1879.001AP1219

Texas: Southeast. Way above average practice grossing $900K doing sx 40%, c&c 10%, sports 25%, ped 15%, orth. 10%, pt 1%, Diabetic care 20% & wound care 5%. No nursing homes. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 on how to get total information on this practice and go see it. #7260.001AP1219

Virginia: Southwestern. Above-average practice grossing $375K seeing 325 patient visits per month, doing sx 3%, c&c 33%, ped 5%, orth. 5%, Diabetic care 35% & wound care 12%. Call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for more information on this practice. #344.001AP1219

Virginia: Southeastern. Practice grossing $350K seeing 150 to 200 patient visits per month, doing sx 10%, c&c 60%, sports 20%, ped 10%, Diabetic care 80% and wound care 30%. Services nursing homes for many years, averaging $40K per year. This above average practice is priced for easy purchase and could be built up to increase the volume even more. Call 610-518-7411 for more details. #6927.001AP1219

PRACTICE OWNERS / SELLERS: Want true value for the sale of your practice? Medical Mavin has many ways and years of experience to satisfy your desires, whether you want to sell now, have a wind-down sale over several years or become an entrepreneur doctor and earn continual residual income. You have worked hard to make your practice successful and we will work hard to help you make the best possible plans to suit your needs. Call us today at 610-518-7411. #312.009AP1219

Please call Medical Mavin at 610-518-7411 for more practices for sale.